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Abstract 
The exponential growth of biological literature has led to the accumulation of vast knowledge, 

encompassing various areas such as protein-protein interactions (PPIs), chemical-to-drug interactions, and 

drug-to-drug interactions (DDIs). Automatically identifying and categorizing biomedical associations 

provides significant advantages in diverse biomedical research fields. Over the past decade, notable 

progress has been made in identifying biomedical relationships. However, traditional models have 

primarily focused on PPIs and DDIs, often neglecting chemical-to-drug relations due to challenges related 

to extensive training data and accurate classification models.This study introduces a novel approach for 

extracting different chemical-to-drug relationships using a hybrid filtered-based text classification model. 

The proposed model incorporates a new measure of similarity between chemicals and drugs, as well as a 

maximized kernel learning-based SVM technique, which aims to identify crucial patterns within the 

training data. Experimental results demonstrate that the presented chemical-to-drug classification model 

outperforms existing interaction models in terms of efficiency. 

Keywords: chemical names, drug names, biomedical, support vector machine. 

 

1.Introduction 

Ensemble-based approaches have gained prominence in recent bioinformatics research. These 

methods have found applications in various areas, such as classifying gene-gene-gene interaction 

microarray data and predicting gene-gene function. In traditional learning machine problems, a 

single algorithm is developed and compared against others. Meta-learning, an ensemble-learning 

technique, allows the system to learn the overall accuracy of predictions from multiple trained 

algorithms [1]. This approach leverages the knowledge gained from individual algorithms, 

referred to as meta-knowledge, to enable successful predictions. Meta-learning draws inspiration 

from human decision-making, incorporating diverse perspectives and viewpoints.Drug 

interactions occur when two or more drugs are administered together, affecting each other's 

effects and functions in the human body. Such interactions can lead to unintended side effects or 

alter the therapeutic effects of medications. For example, aspirin, when taken alongside blood 

thinners like Warfarin (Coumadin), can increase the risk of excessive bleeding. With the 

increasing number of approved drugs in recent years, the prevalence of individuals with multiple 

chronic conditions has also risen. Approximately 71% of total medical expenditure in the United 

States is related to the healthcare of individuals with multiple chronic conditions [2]. 

Consequently, polypharmacy, which involves the use of four or more medications by an 
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individual, has become increasingly common, particularly among adults over the age of 65. The 

number of prescribed medications continues to grow as medical knowledge evolves and new 

discoveries are made. However, this valuable information is often scattered across various 

sources, including journal articles and patient records. Statistical methods can be employed to 

collect and integrate data from these disparate text sources, allowing for a comprehensive 

understanding of different disease features (e.g., medications or symptoms) and their changes over 

time [1-3]. Up-to-date disease profiles can be beneficial for various applications, such as decision 

support, quality control, and answering patient queries.In the context of differentiating between 

curative and incurable terms, a support vector machine (SVM), which is a powerful statistical 

learning theory classification algorithm, is employed. SVMs are widely used to solve supervised 

learning classification problems, which involve training samples with multiple features and 

assigned class labels. By defining an SVM model, prototypes are created and the features of 

unknown instances are examined to accurately determine their category labels. The underlying 

principle of SVM is to identify a description that effectively separates the two test groups. As 

practice samples can have numerous features, resulting in a high-dimensional feature space, the 

hyperplane generated by SVM distinctly differentiates information into separate classes.Named 

entity recognition (NER) not only serves the purpose of retrieving information but also provides 

information at a higher level. In the NER action term of CoINNER, every action term represents a 

primary subject learned by the CTD course from various articles (subtopics). To construct 

keywords for action verbs, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a generative statistical model, is 

employed. LDA enables the extraction of keywords for subtopics once the LDA model has been 

computed. For the NER action term in CoINNER, the top ten keywords for each subject are 

selected, with overlapping keywords among subjects eliminated. Ultimately, the action terms are 

denoted by mapping keywords to the respective subjects.For the triage task in the BioCreative IV 

CTD Track, participants were provided with the learning dataset, which had been curated by CTD 

biocurators and comprised 1,112 papers [4]. The dataset, available in XML-based files, contained 

relevant curated information such as PubMed IDs, names, abstracts, gene, chemical, disease, and 

action word annotations [4]. CTD staff manually supervised a sample dataset consisting of 510 

records. The research dataset included 1,122 genes, 1,192 chemical compounds, 943 disorders, 

966 chemical/gene-specific conditions, and 3,953 manually curated interactions.Clinical drug 

interactions (DDIs) pose a significant risk, leading to morbidity and mortality, and require 

accurate prediction and identification. Various stakeholders, including the pharmaceutical 

industry, drug regulatory agencies, healthcare professionals, and patients, are particularly 

concerned about DDI prediction. DDIs occur when one medication alters the pharmacokinetics or 

pharmacodynamic properties of another drug. Most DDI predictions rely on careful evaluation of 
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molecular targets and enzyme metabolism, often focusing on a limited number of drug pairs or 

specific metabolizing enzymes, such as P450 enzymes. However, these techniques are costly and 

limited in scope. Some studies have conducted domain-specific DDI investigations, but 

generalizing the prediction of future DDIs across different contexts remains challenging. Recent 

research efforts have leveraged data collection and statistical methods to improve DDI 

identification [5]. 

 

2. Related works 

 

Meta-learning encompasses two central approaches: generalization and generalisation [6]. In 

stacked generalization, base learners are trained on the same dataset, and their outputs are 

combined into a meta-model at a higher level. Cascade generalization involves using the original 

set of functions for the output of the basic learner and passing it to the subsequent basic learner in 

a sequential manner. Predicting drug-target interactions relies on obtaining necessary information 

from validated experimental data, literature search, and computer modeling. The Medline 

Database can be mined using optimized algorithms to investigate various drug interaction 

problems [7]. Another commonly employed technique is in silico modeling, which involves 

simulating compound-protein interactions through docking simulations [8]. High-performance 

computers can be utilized to accurately predict the communication network of drug candidates and 

classify clinically significant adverse drug reactions (ADRs). However, molecular docking 

methods suffer from long calculation times and limited accuracy. Threading/structural 

FINDSITE-based methods have been developed to scan the entire proteome against various 

compounds, offering better accuracy in identifying drug-target interactions than traditional 

docking methods.The model developed in this study incorporates features from the 

aforementioned models to define and explain important aspects of drug-drug interactions (DDIs), 

such as the effect of the interaction and factors that increase or reduce DDI risks. However, it does 

not provide a representative mechanism through which the communication occurs. To extract 

drug-related knowledge from texts and populate an ontology, an ontology-based template was 

implemented. While previous models aimed to represent DDIs in a general sense, they did not 

adequately capture the diverse mechanisms underlying DDIs. DDIs are typically classified into 

two main groups based on their pathways: pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) 

interactions [9]. PK interactions occur when a drug affects the concentration of another drug, 

while PD interactions occur when a drug modifies the effects of another drug without changing its 
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concentration, often by acting on the same target. The following models focus on describing the 

mechanisms of PK and PD DDIs [10]. 

Significant interactions between drugs in elderly Indian patients have been confirmed, and 

preventable interactions with medicines contribute to 3 to 5% of all medical errors in hospitals. 

Some high-profile drugs have been withdrawn from the market due to DDIs, highlighting the 

importance of evaluating drugs for potential interactions. Support Vector Regression (SVR) is a 

powerful and efficient learning algorithm that maps non-linear functions into a high-dimensional 

space through non-linear projection. SVR selects the appropriate kernel function without requiring 

knowledge of the specific non-linear mapping type. The selection of kernel functions in SVR 

theory is an actively researched area, with cross-validation approaches and modification of the 

SVR kernel function based on feedback weight values being proposed [11]. A cluster-based SVR 

with specific kernel methods has also been introduced, incorporating the Optimal Relaxation 

Factor (ORF) function from speech recognition. Additionally, the conventional QSAR model 

considers suitable reliability and incorporates details such as probability distribution [12]. 
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Data and Filtering 

3. Proposed Model 

Concepts Theory refers to a scientific concept or expression. Concepts Biomedical are 

usually limited according to the data source underlying. Take a subject called "Parkinson's 

Disease," for instance, which can be applied to as definition as genes, proteins, 

pharmaceuticals, symptoms and other related diseases. In other words, definition can be 

considered the set of meaningful terms describing the object of a text for the purposes of 

LBD. A text article contains many ways to extract concepts. Several studies [13] want to 

extract biomedically relevant concepts from free text by using structured vocabulary, such as 

the UMLS. Additionally, some people choose to use Clinical Subject Headings (MeSH) to 

reflect information. MeSH words belong to the standardized vocabulary of the National 

Library of Medicine (NLM), which human professionals use to index citations. Specific LBD 

structures use MeSH words to discover information are[14].Semantic similarity of concept 

level can usually be calculated by methods based on knowledge and on corpus. 

Knowledgement-based approaches are mostly employed to show their semantine similarity 

between concepts of information resources[15]. Instead of using the graph distance directly in 

the information sources, a few generated concept vectors for conceptual similitude according 

to a set of ontological properties. Methods based on corpus presume that words of similar 

importance frequently occur in similar contexts, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (16) 

represents words in corpus matrix as compact vectors through a single value decomposition 

(SVD), and GloVe reduced computation costs by direct training on non-zero elements of the 

corpus matrix. The common character p-grams between two strings are based on all string 

kernels used here. Using string kernels, the corresponding form of learning is completely 

separate from one language since the text is interpreted as a symbol sequence (string). Theory 

and analytical theories restrict the space of the methods operating at or above word scales. 

For example, only functions that reflect different types of assessment groups or just certain 

terms, such as opinion-oriented words, can be chosen. Such features fit very well for some 

activities, but there may be other good features not considered. The string nodes simply insert 

texts into an extremely wide space, provided by the substrates of length p. by assigning 

different weights to such functions, leaving to the learning algorithm the choice of important 

characteristics for the specific job. Because the space for features is not limited by any 

language theory, the approach to string kernel is linguistic neutral. In addition, no aspects of 

natural language such as verbs, phrases or context are specifically included in the process, 
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contrary to the standard NLP approach. An interesting observation is, however, that such 

features can be contained in the p-grams derived implicitly. In other words, it may prove very 

difficult to extract these features specifically for less well understood or low-resource 

languages and language-dependent methods that rely on linguistic features. Even a system 

that treats words as characteristic cannot be entirely independent of language, as the meaning 

of a word must be linguistic. A way that uses only opinion-driven words as a function is also 

not an independent language because it requires a collection of language-specific opinion- 

driven words. The approach relies on a partial speech tagger that may not be usable for 

certain languages, when features, such as partial speech tags, are used. On the contrary, a 

number of positive and negative examples are only needed for our process, so that you can 

acquire them easily automatically in product or movie opinions, possibly for any language 

studied online. Instances involving drug pairs manually annotated as interacting (either in 

positive or negative modalities), have been classified as positive examples of extraction; all 

other pairs have been marked as negative instances. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Proposed Model 

 
 

Every instance was pre-processed before indexing features for machine learning. The 

numbers (e.g. "1," "34," "5.2," etc.) are replaced by "digit" to maximize their importance for a 

case-by-case learning algorithm. Instead of studying unique numerical phrases (for example 

the term "num mg" may be significant, "10 mg" may not be significant). This has helped the 

algorithm to equate numerical comparisons with each other in a general pattern. Similarly,  

the names of pharmaceutical drugs, active ingredients and metabolites have been substituted 

with the string "drug name" to explain those names in each sentence. It requires a learning 
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algorithm to generalize interaction participants so that they cannot distinguish experiences 

based on the identity of the participants. Another issue was that multiple mentions of the 

same substance within a sentence of an example, such as the sentence ' A and B management 

contributes to increased AUC rates for B' To order to mitigate these problems, two solutions 

are introduced. The dataset was first compressed into a sequence of cases where single pairs 

of drugs and sentences were used. In the case of one of the reference cases that contributed to 

the condensed example, the condensed instance represented an interaction. In such a way, 

multiple drug statements within a phrase containing an interaction will result in the 

interaction between the two drugs representing one example. Second, the Stanford NLP 

Parser 

, and the Clear Parser have been used to extract extra functions for each example from the 

sentencing document as shown in fig 2. 

The contextual similarity between chemical and drug is given by 

 
Sim (S , S ) = Max{hybridMI (S , S ), V1 V2 }
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Advanced Kernel learning based Bayesian text classification 

Each text d is interpreted as a vector x in the space of the n-dimensional characteristic vector 

when classifying text according to functional collection of pre-treated samples (such as word 

segmentation punctuation). There are currently several text classification machine learning 

algorithms such as the k-closest approach and SVM algorithm etc. The SVM algorithm 

reflects the current classification method's performance level. However, gradual changes to 

the SVM classification models not only can add new samples or information categories to the 

classification system but do not impact the classifier's quality and maintain number of 

categories. The feature objects are usually words or sentences. Words as the attribute are 

usually better than characters and phrases according to the experiments as shown in fig 3. 

Therefore, if the text is represented in the vector field as a vector, the word segmentation is 

performed first in the text and segmented words are used as a vector element. In other words, 

if the word appears in the message, the text vector dimension is 0. This approach, however, 

does not reflect the degree of word position in the text and thus 01 is replaced slowly by a 

more specific word rate. The frequency of word and relativity is separated into absolute 

frequency. 
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Figure 3: Kernel mapping for SVM 

Advanced integrated maximized kernel function used in the SVM model is given below 

K1 (p, q) = tanh (x p  q + y) 

K (p, q) = (1+ p  q)
d

 

K3 (p, q) = x[ exp ( 
1 

‖p − q ‖2  
+

2
 

) −1] 

MaxAcc = {K1 (p, q), K2 (p, q), K3 (p, q)} 

In this study, we have assessed methods of selection based on the weight vector of the 

SVM.Since, these methods of feature selection use data on which features contribute most to 

the category, they are supposed to significantly reduce features. Intuitively, a method of 

selecting features based on SVM before SVM is a desirable solution because the task and 

classification used the same model of decision. 

 
4. Experimental results 

The probability matrix for training data consists of chemical symbols and drug names. 

We developed the classifier to predict the new associations of drug phenotypes. We 

calculated classification accuracy and three co-occurrence-based methods in order to evaluate 

the classifier's efficiency. The three forms are (1) co-occurrence number phrases, (2) co- 

occurrence binary phrases and (3) co-occurrence numerical frequency frequency-inverse 

report word (TF IDF) expression. Co-occurrence is the most simple way of mining text, and  

it is believed to be linked functionally when two words simultaneously appear in the same 

text. Method (1) tests the co-occurrence rate of drugs and genes in a sentence; method (2) 

decides whether drugs and genes have been detected in one sentence or not. Form (3) is the 

result of normalization by TF-IDF of the form matrix (1). TF-IDF is a word frequency item 

and inverse document frequency that determines the meaning of a term in a specific 

document in the category of documents. The mean squared error (MSE), maximized absolute 
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error (MAE) and the squared correlation coefficient between the sample data and the test 

results are considered in order to make a comparison between the output of the models. 

 

MAE =max(| tt −tp |) 
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Figure 4: Performance analysis of proposed SVM model to traditional text mining models for 

error rate 
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Table 1: Performance analysis of proposed SVM model to traditional text mining 

models for accuracy 

SampleSize(%) Naive_Bayes RandomForest SVM Proposed-SVM 

D-10 0.836 0.861 0.911 0.967 

D-20 0.834 0.862 0.897 0.959 

D-30 0.838 0.875 0.921 0.962 

D-40 0.846 0.859 0.922 0.958 

D-50 0.847 0.88 0.912 0.962 

D-60 0.84 0.861 0.909 0.963 

D-70 0.843 0.879 0.916 0.961 

D-80 0.834 0.863 0.924 0.966 

D-90 0.834 0.878 0.897 0.958 

D-100 0.841 0.873 0.901 0.961 

SampleSize(%) Naive_Bayes RandomForest SVM Proposed-SVM 

#10 8301.98 8026.08 6966 6572.84 

#20 8633.28 8097.94 6992.27 5917.93 

#30 8183.6 8180.58 7158.48 5968.33 

#40 8599.71 8098.55 7102.89 6440.74 

#50 8176.76 7987.1 7161.02 6238.45 

#60 8775.64 7899.71 6918.17 6084.15 

#70 8867.98 8152.43 7562.74 6368.19 

#80 8788.26 7974.35 7214.1 6328.78 

#90 7996.45 7983.75 7499 5892.23 

#100 8575.77 8144.6 7589.78 6244.45 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Performance analysis of proposed SVM model to traditional text mining 

models for runtime(ms). 
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Conclusion 

Many approaches to the biomedicine of text mining do not deal with specific patterns of 

cause-effect that justify the results. In this report, an efficient new model for text mining from 

biomedical literature helps to identify theories of causal effects associated with diseases, 

medicines, etc. While electronic health records are becoming increasingly prevalent, a great 

deal of data about patients ' health is still documented within unstructured documents. The 

focus of natural language processing (NLP) research has been on the interpretation of these 

texts for a number of years with impressive results but further work needs to be carried out. 

Knowledge of medicine is important not only in understanding patient health (for example, 

interactions with pharmaceutical products or interactions with drug-enzymes), but also in 

secondary applications, such as treatment efficacy testing.In this work, different chemical to 

drug relationships are extracted using the hybrid filtered based text classification model. In 

this model, a new chemical to drug similarity measure and maximized kernel learning based 

SVM technique is proposed to find the essential key patterns in the training data. 

Experimental results proved that the present chemical to drug classification model is efficient 

than the existing interaction models. 
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